
The sounds of summer become increasingly noisier as 
the days roll by, with the chatter of insects in the night, 
and the day. We look forward to spending our summer 
months with family and friends. From cookouts and 
swim parties to an evening on the deck or patio with 
beverage of choice, we spend more outdoor time to 
relax when the weather is nice. Problem is, the bugs 
like it, too! It takes more than an accurate fly swatter to 
enjoy the backyard fun.

New Legislation 
One of the most talked-about insect these days is 
also one we don’t invite to the party: the bee. Among 
hundreds of species, this insect is one of the few that 
deserves both praise and distain. Without question, 
the honeybee continues to make news almost monthly. 
Recently, the state of Maryland passed into law the ban 
of neonicotinoids for retail sales starting on January 
1, 2018, in an effort to reduce the exposure risks to 
pollinators. Say goodbye to Merit and work on your 
plan B.  

Existing Traps
Because of the media coverage, yellowjacket 
and wasp traps are getting a bad rap. They work 
effortlessly to attract and eventually drown these types 
of insects, so do they also take out the honeybee? 
The Rescue WHY Wasp Hornet Yellowjacket 
Trap does NOT kill the honeybee. Scientists spent 
years perfecting a combination of three attractants 
with a distinctive double-chamber design to provide a 
non-toxic solution to trapping specific paper wasps, 
European hornets and yellowjackets. Griffin carries two 
SKUs for this type of trap; we stock both the trap and 
the refill in our warehouse, ready to ship to your store.

More Comfort with Traps
When it comes to nuisance pests, consider some 
options from Rescue. The Trapstik for Wasps 
is a safe and effective way to catch paper wasps, 
carpenter bees and mud daubers. These traps work 
from summer through fall to protect your yard. Rescue 
makes another terrific product that specializes in taking 
out biting insects like horse flies, stable flies, black flies 
and deer flies. It works on common flies, too!

The Best Seller
The most widely sold trap during the summer months 
is the Japanese Beetle Trap. Rescue offers a trap 
that captures and kills two destructive beetles -- the 
Japanese beetle and the Oriental beetle. This trap can 
be repeatedly emptied and re-used; its lure of both 
floral and pheromone actives last the entire season. 
Simply place this trap away from desired plants and 
it will attract and collect four times the quantity of 
competitor traps.

Help your customers enjoy their leisure time to the 
“max” with the right product mix and sound advice to 
guide purchase and strategic placement. It will take 
the sting out of unwanted party crashers, and keep 
customers coming back season after season for more 
summer solutions!

  
  Good Selling!
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Watch It… It’s a Trap!



Featured Products

Rescue® Rod
The RESCUE! ROD works with RESCUE!’s 
Japanese & Oriental Beetle Trap and the 
RESCUE! Stink Bug Trap, allowing users to 
hang the traps at the correct height – around 
four feet off the ground. Our RESCUE! ROD 
also works with the RESCUE! W·H·Y Trap, 
Yellowjacket Traps and Fly Traps. Simply 
drive the ROD into the ground until it’s stable 
then thread a twist-tie through the ROD’s 
hanger to secure the trap.

Item # Desc UPC Vendor CS/UOS Retail

80220006-451 Trap Stand 042853780494 JBTR-P30 30/30 $7.49

80220007-451 Display 042853110000 RTS-FD30 30/30 $7.49

Disposable Fly Trap
Gravity feed display box. Fast-acting 
attractant dissolves and activates quickly 
once water is added. Proven to catch 
common nuisance or filth flies including 
house flies, cluster flies, false stable flies, 
blow flies, bottle flies,flesh flies and others. 
Place outdoors near household garbage bins, 
compost piles, dog kennels and other areas 
with flies. Sanitary; no need to touch the bait 
or the flies. Holds up to 20,000 flies.

Japanese & Oriental 
Beetle Trap
Catches two destructive pests: the Japanese 
beetle and the Oriental beetle. An all-in-one 
trap with no accessories to buy. Slide-lock 
bottom allows the trap to be emptied and 
reused; and the floral and pheromone lure 
lasts the entire beetle season. The double-
layer nylon bag is highly durable and the 
design ensures the bag stays attached. 
Catch capacity is four times larger than the 
competition.

Item # Desc UPC Vendor CS/UOS Retail

80220004-388 Display box 042853773014 FTD-DB12 12/12 $6.49

Item # Desc UPC Vendor CS/UOS Retail

80220005-570 Trap 042853780487 JBTZ-DB12 12/12 $9.49

W•H•Y® Trap  Wasp • 
Hornet • Yellowjacket
Captures multiple species of stinging pest 
insects: paper wasps, bald-faced hornets, 
European hornets and yellowjackets. The 
RESCUE!® team of scientists has spent years 
developing a combination of three attractants 
and a distinctive double-chamber design for 
the W·H·Y Trap. Non-toxic mode of action.

W•H•Y® Spray For Wasp • 
Hornet • Yellowjacket Nests
A concentrated blast of natural plant oils 
overwhelms the insects’ senses, rendering 
them helpless instantly and dead within 
seconds. Coats, penetrates and destroys 
the nest and repels insects returning to the 
treated nest. 

Item # Desc UPC Vendor CS/UOS Retail

80220011-1100 Trap 042853801007 WHYTR-BB8 8/8 $18.49

80220013-337 Refill 042853811006 WHYTA-DB16 16/16 $5.99

Item # Desc UPC Vendor CS/UOS Retail

80220012-735 14 oz. 042853820008 WHYS-BB12 12/12 $12.49

TrapStik for Wasps
The TrapStik® for Wasps catches paper 
wasps, carpenter bees and mud daubers. 
Catches queens and workers, from spring 
through fall. Can be placed near a nest to 
reduce populations, making it safer to spray.

Item # Desc UPC Vendor CS/UOS Retail

80220032-570 Trap 042853500009 TSW-BB6 6/6 $9.49
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